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    01. I See (4:56)   02. Trust in Love (6:06)   03. Hip Hop (4:46)   play   04. Loves Come Back
(6:13)   05. Lizard Island (6:42)   06. A Ray of Hope (6:24)   07. After the Storm (6:30)   08.
Nicole (6:29)   09. You Are Everywhere (5:20) 
play
  10. Turn Me Around (4:43)   11. To Be Loved (5:34)   12. A Smooth Ride (6:24)  
 Musicians:   Thomas Borino (piano, organ, midi keyboard setup, vocals),   Thomas Sansone
(sax, flute, vocals),   Gregory Borino (guitars, vocals),   Dean Kosh (drums),   Steven Clarke
(bass, vocals),   Asher Delerme (Latin and African percussion),   Elizabeth Dellinger (vocals)    

 

  

Tons of percussion...tons of energy...tons of soul...that's what you're gonna hear in the fourth
release from one of the most talented contemporary jazz bands around...the Connecticut-based
group, Airborne. Their musical recipe, in their own words, "takes a can of straight ahead jazz
with Caribbean and Latino influences, pours in a few tablespoons of jazz fusion and a heaping
cup of urban street funk; then cooks all ingredients with pure technical talent till it gets boiling
hot." Precisely! You can definitely hear and feel the positive vibes on HEAVY VIBES...on every
song...in every performance. This is really a cookin' album! This band has been around since
the late 80's, and has performed extensively worldwide. They've made numerous television
appearances, and are heavily involved in musical education as members of the New England
Foundation for the Arts' prestigious Performing Arts Roster. They're obviously a powerfully
positive force for jazz, and you can't miss the quality and energy on this project. From the
intoxicating Latin percussion that kicks off track 1 ("I See") right on through each and every tune
on HEAVY VIBES, you'll find yourself totally engaged in the Airborne experience. My personal
faves on this disc are "Turn Me Around," which reminds me a lot of Spyro Gyra; the soulful
vocal duet, "To Be Loved"; and "A Smooth Ride" (The title says it all!). Get yourself a copy of
HEAVY VIBES, and you can forget spending money on chemical mood elevators! ~Scott
O'Brien
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With four albums to their credit, Airborne returns with a 12-track compact disc entitled "Heavy
Vibes." Accented with elements of straight-ahead jazz with Caribbean and Latino influences,
Airborne soars with musical intensity that is hard to ignore. The New Haven, Conn., band
formed in the late 1980s, presenting an example of a group who has survived the ups and
downs of a multifaceted career intermixed with dedication to music, skills and personal goals. In
listening to "Heavy Vibes," the listener will appreciate the romantic overtones in several tracks,
as well as the presentation of urban funk. Themes concerning peace, fun, excitement are visible
as Airborne shares their special cargo of high energy contemporary jazz. Although the vocal
accompaniments seem strained at times, overall the musical overtones of Airborne is strong,
and listeners will appreciate "Heavy Vibes. --- www.jazzreview.com
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